Based on interactions between number and space apparent from healthy subjects' randomization attempts we expected random number generation (RNG) to be sensitive for the monitoring of unilateral spatial deficits. Specifically, we predicted patients with left-sided hemineglect to evidence "neglect in number space", i.e. to produce a deficiency in the generation of small, "left-sided" numbers. In RNG of digits from 1 to 6, 19 patients with left-sided neglect generated sequences with a higher redundancy, but as many small numbers as did a matched control group. We discuss possible reasons for the absence of a smallnumber neglect and emphasize that the observed redundancy was not due to a counting bias, as known from other neurological patients, but to an unspecific imbalance in the use of response alternatives. We speculate that this may be the consequence of disrupted fronto-parietal functions normally serving in the sequential organization and manipulation of items in working memory.
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Based on interactions between number and space apparent from healthy subjects' randomization attempts we expected random number generation (RNG) to be sensitive for the monitoring of unilateral spatial deficits. Specifically, we predicted patients with left-sided hemineglect to evidence "neglect in number space", i.e. to produce a deficiency in the generation of small, "left-sided" numbers. In RNG of digits from 1 to 6, 19 patients with left-sided neglect generated sequences with a higher redundancy, but as many small numbers as did a matched control group. We discuss possible reasons for the absence of a smallnumber neglect and emphasize that the observed redundancy was not due to a counting bias, as known from other neurological patients, but to an unspecific imbalance in the use of response alternatives. We speculate that this may be the consequence of disrupted fronto-parietal functions normally serving in the sequential organization and manipulation of items in working memory.
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Introduction
A variety of experimental approaches converge to the finding of a tight coupling between numerical and spatial operations (Hubbard, Piazza, Pinel, & Dehaene, 2005; Wood & Fischer, 2008) . In general, we seem to implicitly associate small numbers with the left and larger number with the right side of space (but see also Galfano, Rusconi, & Umilta, 2006; Ristic, Wright, & Kingstone, 2006) . A rather impressive demonstration of this association derives from clinical work with patients showing neglect for the left side of space (Zorzi, Priftis, & Umilta, 2002) . When these patients had to name the midpoint of a given number interval, they deviated constantly towards larger numbers, i.e. to the right side on the mental number line (e.g. indicating "7" as the midpoint between the numbers "2" and "8"). This is strikingly similar to the bisection of lines in real space, where neglect patients also deviate to the right side. Such findings have led to the proposal that shifting the focus of attention along the mental number line is mediated by the same mechanisms that are involved in shifting attention in the outside world (Dehaene, Piazza, Pinel, & Cohen, 2003; Hubbard et al., 2005) . However, we note that double dissociations between neglect on the mental number line and in real space have been reported (Doricchi, Guariglia, Gasparini, & Tomaiuolo, 2005 We recently began to investigate spatial-numerical interactions in random number generation (RNG). In this paradigm, subjects are required to produce sequences of numbers without any underlying order. Marked deviations from true sequential randomness are the rule, and these are commonly ascribed to the limited capacity of working memory and frontal executive functions (Baddeley, 1998) . In a series of retrospective analyses we established that healthy subjects, when generating long sequences of random numbers, produce significantly more small, "left-sided" numbers than expected by chance (Loetscher & Brugger, 2007b) . Importantly, this smallnumber bias, interpreted as a pseudoneglect in number space, correlated with leftward biases in various spatial tasks. Well aware that these correlations not necessarily imply causation, we nevertheless speculated about a spatial component intrinsic to RNG (Loetscher & Brugger, 2007b) . In a follow-up study we found further evidence for this assumption (Loetscher, Schwarz, Schubiger, & Brugger, 2008) when we demonstrated that turning one's head to the left side of space enhanced one's preference for small digits when mentally generating numbers "at random". Thus, a mechanism known to allocate spatial attention in the outside world (head turning) seemed to influence random number choices systematically. Against this background it appears tempting to assume that patients with hemispatial neglect after a right parietal lesion might evidence a large-number bias in RNG, thereby "neglecting" numbers from the left side of the mental number line. The present experiment is an empirical attempt to test this assumption. We also planned to analyze neglect patient's response stereotypy; to
